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“We Are Your Neighbors”:
How Communities Can Best Address
a Growing Day-Labor Workforce
Amy Pritchard 1
We build the buildings, we do the hardest jobs, and still they don’t
want us.
—Juan Ignacio Gutiérrez, day laborer

On September 4, 2007, the town of Herndon, Virginia, voted to close its
day-laborer center that had become the focus of local controversy and
national attention. 2 Less than two years before, Herndon established the
center in response to chaos caused by large numbers of men congregating
along local streets seeking employment as day laborers, 3 workers who are
hired for and paid by the day. In order to eliminate this congregation,
Herndon enacted ordinances prohibiting solicitation along town streets 4 and
attempted to funnel the workers and potential employers to the day-laborer
center. 5 Many local residents opposed the center—primarily because it did
not verify the immigration status of workers—and ultimately voted to
unseat the mayor and city council members who created it. 6 The newly
elected governmental officials committed themselves to reforming the
center to exclude all clients who did not verify that they were legally
authorized to work in the United States. 7
Local residents responded to Herndon’s day-laborer center and
antisolicitation ordinances with a series of lawsuits. A group of local
residents, with the help of conservative watchdog group Judicial Watch,
filed an action to enjoin the use of taxpayer funds for the day-laborer center
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if it continued serving undocumented immigrants. 8 Another resident,
ticketed for hiring a day laborer in the parking lot of a local convenience
store, challenged Herndon’s antisolicitation law on First Amendment
grounds. 9 The Fairfax County Circuit Court held that the antisolicitation
ordinance violated the First Amendment and that the town’s decision to
close the day-laborer center to noncitizens, when coupled with strict
antisolicitation ordinances, violated the Fourteenth Amendment. 10 Unable
to keep undocumented immigrants out of the day-laborer center—or to
drive them from the town, as many desired—the town voted to close the
center and relied on its zoning and traffic ordinances to restrict labor
solicitation. 11
During the year since the center’s closure, day laborers have returned to
congregating on town streets, 12 and the town council, struggling with the
best way to control the negative impacts of unregulated labor solicitation, 13
has begun rethinking the closure of the center. 14 Ellen Kaminsky, a
member of the group that ran the day-laborer center, stated that town
officials rejected a successful solution—the center—in favor of overly harsh
approaches to the issue. 15 “Herndon had already solved this problem,” she
said, “I think we’re going backwards.” 16
The story of Herndon is repeating itself throughout the nation, in local
communities that have become home to the almost twelve million
undocumented immigrants currently in the United States. 17 Although the
number of undocumented immigrants entering the country has slowed in the
second half of this decade, 18 the number of immigrants who are in the
United States illegally has grown 40 percent since the year 2000, and
undocumented immigrants now make up nearly 4 percent of the country’s
total population. 19 Many undocumented immigrants find work in the daylabor market, 20 and as this population has grown over the past decade, many
more communities are beginning to experience this phenomenon. 21
Although the day-labor market may vary regionally, depending on the
local area employment needs, certain characteristics of the market are
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universal. Day laborers are at-will employees who solicit employment
opportunities at informal day-labor hiring sites, including street corners,
parking lots of home improvement stores and nurseries, sidewalks in
residential neighborhoods, city parks, and organized day-laborer centers. 22
Employers who need a temporary worker will visit a hiring site and
negotiate with the day laborers to find a worker with certain skills. The
potential employer and employee negotiate over the terms of employment,
including wages, and the employer then transports the worker to the job
site. Wages are low and danger is high for these workers, and many day
laborers experience exploitation, abuse, and labor law violations while on
the job. 23
Many community residents express the view that day-labor hiring sites
create problems, including traffic congestion and parking difficulties, as
well as other concerns associated with loitering, such as public urination,
graffiti, and harassment of passersby. 24 Because of these concerns, many
residents take a “not in my backyard” approach to having a day-labor hiring
site or day-laborer center in their neighborhood. 25 Many localities such as
Herndon have considered or passed a wide spectrum of ordinances
penalizing local residents for soliciting employment and employees or for
hiring undocumented day laborers. 26
This article argues that local ordinances that criminalize day-labor
solicitation and utilization will fail because (1) these ordinances
unconstitutionally restrict a person’s freedom to solicit employment
relationships, and (2) they disregard the community’s demand for informal,
low-wage labor. Fundamental changes are needed in U.S. immigration law,
particularly with regard to the number of workers allowed to enter the
country legally to meet the country’s labor demand; however, until this
reform occurs, undocumented workers will continue to seek employment,
and employers will continue to seek to hire them.
The day-labor workforce presents specialized problems for local
governments: it is extremely informal, workers are extremely vulnerable to
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exploitation, and informal hiring sites can be disorderly. The best
government response to day labor includes initiating and continuing a
dialogue with all interested stakeholders, including the local residents who
work as day laborers, who utilize day labor services, and who oppose the
day-labor workforce, in order to develop solutions that serve the whole
community.
These solutions may include increased regulation of
solicitation and employment of day laborers, the replacement of informal
hiring sites with formal day-laborer centers, and the establishment of
community partnerships to protect workers’ labor rights.
Part I of this article provides background on the current day-labor
workforce, including demographic information on the individuals who
make up this workforce and the economic factors that have contributed to
its growth. Part II provides an overview of the legal protections and rights
of day laborers. It discusses the constitutional right day laborers have to
solicit employment and the employment laws that sometimes protect day
laborers.
Part III looks at local efforts to restrict or prohibit the employment of day
laborers and the concerns of communities that house day-labor hiring sites.
In response to these concerns, states and localities have passed legislation
penalizing employers for hiring undocumented workers, restricting a day
laborer’s ability to solicit employment, and criminalizing community
organizations and others who facilitate the employment process. However,
this section will also discuss why this type of legislation is flawed: many of
these ordinances are preempted by federal legislation, infringe on residents’
constitutionally protected rights, and fail to address the problems of
economic exploitation and dangerous working conditions.
Finally, Part IV examines comprehensive community responses that build
on dialogue between the workers and community stakeholders and address
many of the concerns raised in the previous parts. Proposed solutions
include promulgating legislation that protects workers and regulates—rather
than bans—the process of day labor; creating formal day-laborer centers;
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and developing stronger relationships between unions and day laborers.
These approaches more effectively address the interests of workers,
employers, and other community members, and improve the community for
all its residents.

I. THE DAY-LABOR EXPERIENCE
A. The Day-Labor Workforce 27
On any given day, there are an estimated 117,600 day laborers searching
for work. 28 The day-labor market is a noticeably homogenous workforce: it
is almost exclusively male (98 percent), 29 overwhelmingly foreign-born
Latinos, 30 and principally undocumented (75 percent). 31 Most are recent
immigrants 32 with very little formal education. 33 For the majority of day
laborers (83 percent), day labor is their sole source of income. 34
Day laborers typically find work in two location types: informal pick-up
sites and formal hiring halls. More than three-quarters of day laborers (79
percent) gather at informal hiring sites—which include spots near home
improvement store parking lots, on streets or sidewalks—to await pick up
by employers. 35 The remaining day laborers find work at formal daylaborer centers, which have a permanent site and formal hiring
procedures. 36 As of January 2006, there were sixty-three formal daylaborer centers nationally. 37 Part IV discusses these formal day-laborer
centers in greater depth. The majority of day laborers are hired either by
homeowners for tasks including clean up, moving, and gardening (49
percent), or by contractors to work in construction, landscaping, and related
jobs (43 percent). 38 Companies and other day laborers also employ day
laborers. 39
Day labor appeals to the recently arrived, undocumented immigrant
population for several reasons. Day labor offers many recent immigrants a
first job in the United States, giving them the opportunity to earn money
while developing work experience, job skills, and potential employer
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contacts. 40 Additionally, the “no questions asked” nature of day labor—
where a worker can obtain a job without providing extensive work history
or documents verifying employment authorization—provides employment
opportunities to individuals who face barriers entering the formal job
market, such as a lack of immigration documentation or limited English
language proficiency. 41 Furthermore, day labor pays cash daily, which is
very appealing to those who may not have the documentation needed to
open bank accounts or who may be unable to await a bimonthly paycheck. 42
Finally, many workers feel a sense of autonomy with day labor—if they are
not happy with conditions offered by a prospective employer, they have the
flexibility to negotiate or to refuse the position. 43
Although day labor may be a convenient employment opportunity for a
recent immigrant, it provides extremely low wages. The median hourly
wage for day labor is ten dollars. 44 However, job instability, fluctuating
demand, unpaid wages, and wages lost to on-the-job injuries lead to low
monthly earnings. Respondents to a national survey of day laborers
reported that during the summer peak employment period of June and July
2004, their median monthly income was seven hundred dollars, 45
demonstrating the low and inconsistent earnings experienced even during
the highest demand months. Although at some informal hiring sites
workers have attempted to increase earnings by setting a minimum wage for
the site, their power to organize is limited by the fact that many other
workers, both on-site and in nearby towns and communities, continue to
take lower wages. 46
In summary, across the country the day-labor workforce is a relatively
homogeneous workforce comprised largely of recently immigrated Latino
males. Although day-labor jobs appeal to many as a way to enter into the
U.S. labor force, the low earning potential of these jobs makes day labor an
unappealing long-term career.
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B. The Growth of the Day-Labor Market
Day-labor markets have existed in different forms since medieval times,
and currently exist in many countries around the world. 47 In the United
States, the day-labor market has grown significantly in the past three
decades due to three factors: economic globalization, a trend toward
informal employment relationships, and increased immigration into the
United States. 48
Globalization, and the resulting restructuring of local economies, has
brought many Latin Americans to the United States in search of
employment. 49 After the debt crisis in 1982, Latin American government
officials reduced barriers to trade, privatized state-owned industries,
eliminated subsidies, and began deregulation of industries. 50 By the end of
the 1980s, economic liberalization was occurring throughout Latin
America. 51 Over the past two decades, many governments restructured
their agricultural industries, leading to job losses in an already low-paying
industry. 52 Widespread job losses were also experienced in the construction
and manufacturing industries. 53 In many Central and South American
countries, the impact of these job losses has been compounded by decades
of civil war, which has limited economic opportunities and led to mass
emigration. 54 While an overwhelming majority of day laborers were
employed in their home countries before emigrating, 55 underemployment
and low wages caused them to emigrate. 56
Many Latin American immigrants come to the United States after hearing
about job opportunities, in order to earn money to support their families and
communities. 57 Many of these immigrants send earnings back to support
their families in remittances. 58 In 2004, the amount of money sent to Latin
America in remittances was nearly forty-five billion dollars. 59 In Latin
America, remittances have been responsible for lifting an estimated 2.5
million people out of poverty. 60 For Mexico, remittances are the country’s
second-largest source of foreign income, behind oil exports. 61 Although not
the focus of this paper, remittances are an important reality in the global
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economy, and the importance of remittance money to the families and
communities in their home countries helps to illuminate why many
immigrants come to the United States and are willing to do day-labor work.
Although many Latin Americans decided to emigrate to find better
employment, a large number have been unable to enter legally. 62 Limited
options exist for Latin Americans to immigrate to the United States legally
or to legalize their status once they have arrived. 63 However, the lack of
legal options for entering the United States has not prevented many
individuals from entering the country. In recent years, the flow of
undocumented immigrants into the United States has been substantial,
resulting in a 40 percent increase in the number of undocumented
immigrants living in the United States between 2000 and 2008. 64
Undocumented immigrants make up 30 percent of the total foreign-born
population, 65 and undocumented immigrant workers account for almost 5
percent of the civilian labor force. 66
As the number of Latin Americans entering the United States for
employment opportunities has grown, so has the prevalence of informal
employment arrangements. The U.S. economy has transitioned its focus
from manufacturing to the service industry, as many manufacturing jobs
have moved overseas, decreasing the number of full-time career
opportunities for low-skilled workers. 67 In addition, factors such as the
growth of self-employment, the increased use of subcontracting, and an
expanded cash economy have created additional demand for temporary
informal workers. 68 In turn, day labor is an informal labor market that fills
this demand.
The demand for informal workers has grown substantially in the building
and construction industry. A commercial and residential construction
boom, coupled with the retirement of many baby-boomer-generation
workers, has created a national increase in demand for construction labor
and a shortage of skilled workers. 69 The building trades have experienced
difficulty finding U.S.-born workers to meet labor demands. 70 The
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construction industry has become increasingly competitive, which has led
many contractors to turn to informal workers to lower costs and undercut
other bids. 71 Additionally, more homeowners are bypassing contractors and
hiring day labor for home improvement projects, thus increasing the
demand for this specific type of informal worker. 72 This national trend
towards informal labor within the construction industry has led to an
increased demand for day laborers. 73
These three factors—globalization, immigration, and the growth of the
informal labor market—have contributed to the increase in the number of
undocumented immigrants who are entering the U.S. labor market as day
laborers to meet the need for low-cost, temporary labor.
C. Community Responses to Informal Day-Labor Hiring Sites
As the number of day laborers and the demand for informal labor have
increased, the number of day-labor hiring sites has also grown. 74
Competing community interests have accompanied this growth: while many
residents employ day laborers (who are also residents of the community),
many residents also express concerns about the potential communal impact
of a day-labor hiring site.
Some community members express a series of safety and economic
concerns about the existence of day-labor hiring sites and the large number
of day laborers and potential employers these sites attract. Many pick-up
sites present parking challenges and traffic hazards as workers congregate
on sidewalks and streets, sometimes “swarming” prospective employers’
vehicles to negotiate employment or rushing unsuspecting vehicles. 75
Problems associated with loitering may arise at the sites, including littering,
graffiti, public urination, and harassment of passerby. 76 Additional crimes
may also occur at the pick-up sites. Such crimes include simple and
aggravated assaults between and against day laborers; alcohol and drug use
and drug sales by day laborers and others loitering at the site; 77 and robbery
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and attempted robbery of day laborers, which, on occasion, has resulted in
murder. 78
Many community members argue that the presence of day-labor hiring
sites leads to negative economic impacts on the neighborhood. Business
owners sometimes complain that pick-up sites negatively affect their
businesses because customers avoid visiting areas with day-labor pick-up
sites due to the parking, traffic, and safety concerns. 79 Many people
contend that large day-labor markets threaten the job security of full-time
workers as the cost of hiring a day laborer who works at a below marketrate wage greatly undercuts the cost of providing a living-wage salary and
benefits package to full-time workers. 80 Furthermore, many claim that the
growing number of low-wage, immigrant workers with children creates an
economic burden on the community that educates and provides social and
health services to these children, especially in the case of day laborers who
the community believes often work for cash and do not pay taxes or social
security benefits on their wages. 81
Opposition to day-labor pick-up sites can become emotional, with the
community often directing its anger at the workers. 82 Opponents may try to
paint all day laborers as drug dealers, sex offenders, and murderers. 83 The
opposition is often a part of a larger anti-immigrant campaign against the
influx of undocumented immigrants who take jobs away from those
considered to be “real” Americans. 84
Although many communities decry the presence of day laborers in their
town, the irony lies in the fact that local residents and companies employ
the day laborers, thus creating a demand for the day-labor market. As
discussed earlier, area residents employ the largest percentage of day
laborers in their own homes. 85 This strange tension between a community’s
expressed condemnation of day labor and the benefits it openly receives
from utilizing such labor was illustrated when the Republican mayor of
Bogota, New Jersey, running on an anti-immigration platform, was found to
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have hired undocumented day laborers to help assemble his campaign yard
signs. 86
As this part has shown, while day laborers have come to many
communities in search of employment, and while their presence meets the
need for a contingent workforce, the unregulated hiring of day laborers can
present challenges in the areas where the hiring occurs; and many area
residents may oppose the day labor workforce and the larger immigrant
community the day-labor workforce is a part of.

II. THE LEGAL RIGHTS AND PROTECTIONS OF DAY LABORERS
This section will first review the constitutional provisions that protect day
laborers searching for employment and the federal employment laws that
cover day laborers on the job. Next, this section will discuss how current
labor laws inadequately protect the workplace rights of day laborers.
A. The Rights and Protections of Day Laborers
The Constitution protects certain rights for all persons, regardless of
immigration status, 87 including day laborers looking for employment on
city streets. The rights enumerated by the Constitution include the right to
“liberty” under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, 88
which the U.S. Supreme Court has interpreted to include the right to loiter
on public property for innocent purposes. 89
The Constitution also protects the act of solicitation, to varying degrees.
The First Amendment right to free speech protects conduct so long as it “is
sufficiently imbued with elements of communication.” 90 The Supreme
Court has held that in order for conduct to be protected by the First
Amendment, there must be both intent to convey a particular message and a
great likelihood that those around will understand the message, given
surrounding circumstances. 91 In the case of day-labor solicitation, laborers
dress in work clothes and congregate in areas where potential employers are
likely to pass, thus conveying the message that their intent is to look for
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work and creating a great likelihood that those around will understand that
they are looking to be employed. Accordingly, a constitutional protection
of this type of solicitation likely exists.
Although the majority of day laborers lack employment authorization, it
is not illegal under federal law for an employer to hire a day laborer without
first verifying employment authorization. 92 Employers are not required to
verify employment authorization when hiring independent contractors,
casual workers performing domestic tasks on a “sporadic, irregular, or
intermittent” basis, or workers provided by a third party. 93 Thus, an
employer is not required to verify the employment authorization of a day
laborer he or she hires to help with short-term tasks such as yard cleanup or
as an independent contractor to replace an ill full-time employee. However,
it is against the law for the employer to “knowingly” utilize the services of
immigrants without employment authorization. 94
Once a day laborer is employed, federal and state employment laws
protect them. 95
Federally, the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) issues and enforces workplace safety and health
standards to prevent work-related injuries, illnesses, and deaths. 96 Next, the
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) establishes minimum wage and age
requirements for all employees. 97 While courts have consistently held
FLSA covers all employees regardless of immigration status, 98 it expressly
exempts independent contractors and therefore may not cover all day
laborers. 99 Finally, the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) protects the
collective bargaining rights of employees and only applies to day laborers
who are not considered domestic laborers or independent contractors. 100
Although all of the above-discussed statutes cover all employees, the
universal applicability of labor protections, regardless of immigration
status, has been threatened by the 2002 Supreme Court decision in Hoffman
Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. National Labor Relations Board. 101 In
Hoffman, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) had found that
Hoffman Plastic Compounds had terminated the employment of workers
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engaged in union activity, which is unlawful under the NLRA, and awarded
backpay and other remedies to the wrongly terminated employees. 102
During the NLRB’s adjudication of the complaint, one complainant
admitted that he was not legally authorized to work in the United States,
and the NLRB limited his backpay to the period of time between his
unlawful dismissal and the time when it was disclosed that he could not
work legally in the United States. 103 The Supreme Court reversed the
award of backpay to the undocumented worker, holding that requiring an
employer to pay backpay to an unauthorized employee “would unduly
trench upon explicit statutory prohibitions critical to federal immigration
policy, as expressed in IRCA. It would encourage the successful evasion of
apprehension by immigration authorities, condone prior violations of the
immigration laws, and encourage future violations.” 104
State standards may also apply to day laborers, again depending on the
type of employer and the nature of the work relationship. Most importantly,
states must establish workers’ compensation protections, which assist
workers who obtain an on-the-job injury. 105 Although day laborers often
face unsafe working conditions and a high risk of injury or death, many
may not be covered by workers’ compensation insurance. 106 In most states,
workers’ compensation statutes apply only to employers that have one or
more full-time employee, and certain employers that have one or more
regular part-time employee. 107 Furthermore, many statutes exclude casual
work relationships and domestic laborers from their statutory definition of
“employee.” 108 Therefore, workers’ compensation statutes often do not
cover many day laborers, especially the large percentage who work for
private homeowners. Often, day laborers who experience on-the-job
injuries at private home jobsites may not have access to state workers’
compensation protection and may have to pay for all of the expenses they
incur as a result of their injuries. These uncovered workers may find that
the only legal cause of action they have is suing their employer for tort
damages in civil court. 109
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In some states, the Hoffman decision has also threatened limited state
protections that exist for day laborers. Courts in many states, such as New
York, New Jersey, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and Michigan, have entered
judgments that limit or eliminate basic workplace protections for
undocumented workers, including Workers’ Compensation insurance,
freedom from employment discrimination, and the ability to hold employers
liable for workplace injuries. 110 Some states have also proposed ordinances
that would exclude undocumented workers from workers’ compensation
coverage. 111
The laws and cases discussed above indicate that while certain
protections are available to all workers, day laborers experience weaker
protections due to the type of employment relationship they have with their
employers; as a result of the Hoffman decision, some may also face weaker
protections due to their immigration status.
B. Limitations of Current Legal Protections for Day Laborers
In addition to the statutory exemptions and recent court decisions that
limit the labor protections available to day laborers who are undocumented
or have nonstandard employment arrangements, the very nature of the daylabor workforce hinders the effectiveness of labor protections. Day laborers
are often more vulnerable to exploitation by employers because they are
both unaware that protections exist and unwilling to seek relief when
violations occur.
Day laborers experience a high rate of employment law violations and
other abuses by their employers. 112 The national survey of day laborers
found that large numbers of day laborers regularly experience mistreatment
while on the job: in the two months prior to being surveyed, nearly half of
workers (42 percent) had been denied food, water, and breaks by their
employers; nearly a third (32 percent) had worked more hours than they had
agreed to with the employer; over a quarter (28 percent) were insulted or
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threatened by their employer; and nearly one in five (18 percent) were
subject to violence by their employers. 113
While day laborers experience a high rate of mistreatment and abuse,
most of these occurrences go unreported to the authorities. The majority of
day laborers have arrived in the United States within the past five years and
are undocumented, 114 making them unaware of legal protections and
hesitant to pursue them. Seventy percent of survey respondents did not
know where to report workplace abuses. 115 Even when they know where to
report abuses, many day laborers do not file complaints due to fears of not
being paid for their work, losing their jobs, or facing employer retaliation,
including the fear that employers will notify immigration officials and have
them deported. 116
Day-labor work arrangements are informal, and employers are often
strangers, creating situations where employers are more likely to underpay
or refuse to pay wages. Nearly half of the respondents to the national daylabor survey reported experiencing denial of wages in the two months prior
to the survey date. 117 For example, after Hurricane Katrina, an employer
recruited forty-six day laborers from Maryland to help with debris removal,
promising them a wage of ten dollars an hour and to pay for all food and
lodging expenses incurred during their time in Mississippi. 118 After the
work was completed, the employer refused to pay the workers for their total
time worked, traveling, and on-call, in the amount of over seventy-five
thousand dollars. 119
While day-labor work can be extremely dangerous, 120 current workplace
health and safety standards do not effectively protect day laborers. Nearly
one in five day laborers nationally, and one in three in the Midwest,
reported having been injured on the job. 121 Day-labor work is dangerous
for several reasons. Day-labor jobs place workers in situations where they
face hazardous chemicals, dust, and toxic emissions; use faulty equipment;
lack protective gear and safety equipment; or lack the training needed to
perform their job safely. 122 Contractors trying to keep costs low may
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violate building codes and safety regulations, subjecting workers to
dangerous conditions that may result in injury or death. 123
Although OSHA expressly prohibits many of these unsafe working
conditions, it is unable to effectively enforce such prohibitions. OSHA
operates mainly by investigating individual complaints, 124 which makes the
agency ineffective for day laborers because many do not know how to file a
complaint or are afraid to do so. The short-term nature of day labor means
employees may not be on a job site long enough to understand the risks of
the site and file appropriate complaints, and OSHA’s limited enforcement
resources means that the agency may not be able to monitor the safety of
day-labor worksites adequately. 125
In addition to facing more dangerous working conditions, day laborers
are less likely to receive relief when they are injured on the job. As
discussed in the previous section, workers’ compensation statutes often do
not include workers who are employed by homeowners or as independent
contractors, meaning most day laborers are not eligible for these benefits in
many states. Many injured workers will not seek medical treatment due to
their inability to afford health care or an employer’s refusal to cover
treatment. More than half (54 percent) of the respondents to the national
day labor survey who were injured on the job in 2005 did not receive the
medical care they needed, and just 6 percent of injured day laborers had
their medical expenses covered by the employer’s workers’ compensation
insurance. 126
As this section has shown, although day laborers are covered by many
federal and state laws, the combination of legal exemptions for contingent
and “casual” workers, weakened protections for undocumented workers,
and the particular characteristics of the day-labor population make these
workers particularly vulnerable to economic exploitation, dangerous
working conditions, and limited compensation for on-the-job injuries.
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III. TREND OF LOCAL LEGISLATIVE RESPONSES TO DAY LABOR
While the nation debates federal immigration reform, local communities
feel firsthand the changes created by the influx of undocumented
immigrants. With nearly twelve million undocumented immigrants living
in the United States 127 and no clear reform on the horizon, many U.S.
citizens and local communities feel that the government is not doing enough
to address this issue. 128
In the case of day-labor hiring sites, some residents have become so
frustrated with their local government’s inaction toward day-labor hiring
sites that they have begun taking the law into their own hands in attempts to
force day laborers out of “their” neighborhoods. 129 Their efforts include
conducting “labor watches,” which involve photographing workers and
their employers; conveying information about sites to Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE); and confronting workers verbally and with
signs. 130 At times, these residents’ actions have escalated into vandalism of
day-labor pick-up sites. 131 Tensions between day laborers and their
opponents have also escalated into physical confrontations. 132 In one
neighborhood in Inwood, New York, when a group of homeowners was
unable to persuade day laborers to move their hiring site through direct
action, one angry homeowner brandished a gun and tried to force a worker
to leave at gunpoint. 133 These responses to day-laborer hiring sites illustrate
the passion that some individuals feel regarding the issue of immigration, as
well as the lengths that they are willing to go on an issue they feel their
federal and local governments are failing to address.
Similarly, many communities have begun feeling frustrated with the
federal government’s failure to address issues around illegal immigration
and the undocumented workforce. Some of these communities have
resorted to vigilante-style ordinances, taking the federal law into their own
hands and, in many cases, violating the civil rights of local residents. 134
This section will examine the legality of local ordinances in light of the
previously discussed federal protections afforded to all persons in the
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United States. For the purposes of this discussion, examples of these
ordinances are given in two categories: antisolicitation ordinances and
employer-sanction ordinances.
A. National Government Responses to Undocumented Day Labor.
On June 28, 2007, the Senate refused to pass a comprehensive
immigration reform package that would have increased security at the
border and would have provided a pathway to legal status for the almost
twelve million undocumented immigrants who live in the United States. 135
Although the reform was a cornerstone of President Bush’s domestic
agenda, it faced severe opposition by some key Republican leaders who
portrayed the bill as an amnesty for immigrants currently in the country
illegally. 136
The failure of Congress to pass a comprehensive immigration reform bill
came as a profound disappointment for the almost twelve million
immigrants who await a pathway out of the shadows of society and into a
more legitimate existence. In addition, Congress’s inability to develop a
solution to our deeply flawed immigration system has also affected the
communities across the nation these immigrants call home.
Proposed federal responses to day labor are as varied as immigration
reform proposals. In 2006, while the Senate was attempting to develop its
comprehensive immigration reform package through the Border and
Immigration Enforcement Act, it was also considering H.R. 4437. 137 The
bill would have amended the federal Immigration and Nationality Act to
require, among other provisions, formal day-labor centers to verify the
immigration status of all clients it served. 138 It also would have expanded
the scope of smuggling, transporting, and harboring undocumented
immigrants so that the acts of formal day-labor centers could be considered
criminal. 139 This bill would have kept undocumented immigrants from
utilizing the services of formal day-labor centers, thus pushing them to
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informal hiring sites and decreasing the resources available to them to
ensure their workplace rights are protected.
As the federal government has struggled to create a comprehensive
solution to illegal immigration and undocumented labor, local and state
governments have responded to the issue in a myriad of ways. Some cities
adopted “sanctuary” ordinances prohibiting city employees and police
officers from asking people about their immigration status or from reporting
undocumented immigrants to federal officials. 140 Other cities have
considered or passed a wide spectrum of other ordinances regarding
undocumented immigrants, including penalizing employers for hiring
undocumented labor, penalizing landlords for renting to undocumented
tenants, prohibiting day laborers from soliciting employment on city streets
and sidewalks, and declaring English as the official language. 141
B. Antisolicitation Ordinances
As discussed in Part II, ordinances that focus on limiting or banning a
day laborer from loitering on public property to solicit employment raise
strong constitutional concerns. However, many community ordinances
address public concerns over day-labor solicitation sites by banning
employers from soliciting day labor and banning day laborers from
soliciting employment. This section will discuss the considerations courts
have used in determining the constitutionality of antisolicitation ordinances.
Antisolicitation ordinances can prohibit solicitation in the entire
community (“blanket”), in a particular location (“zoning”), or near a
particular type of property such as businesses (“property”). 142 As this
section will discuss, the constitutionality of an antisolicitation ordinance
depends on the extent of the prohibition.
Over the past year, several communities have attempted to prohibit daylabor solicitation. In Suffolk County, New York, the local government
proposed an ordinance that would have fined individuals up to $500 for
loitering on certain county roads in order to solicit employment. 143 The
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county executive supported this measure as a means of controlling illegal
immigrants, who he claimed threatened the way of life of Suffolk
County. 144 The county legislature voted down the ordinance in a ten-to-six
vote. 145 Similarly, the city of Baldwin Park, California, introduced an
ordinance prohibiting day laborers from seeking work on public sidewalks
without leaving a three-foot space for pedestrians to pass 146 and prohibiting
“commercial speech” on streets, parkways, and parking areas of Baldwin
Park. 147 A federal district judge issued a preliminary injunction against the
ordinance, stating that had the ordinance been enacted, it likely would have
unconstitutionally prohibited speech. 148 On August 15, 2007, the Baldwin
Park City Council voted to repeal the ordinance. 149
While these communities’ antisolicitation ordinances raised
constitutional concerns, municipalities have some autonomy in curtailing an
individual’s expression. In Clark v. Community for Creative Non-Violence,
the U.S. Supreme Court allowed for “reasonable time, place, or manner
restrictions” on expression—oral, written, or symbolized by conduct. 150
The Court held that restrictions on expression are valid if they meet a threeprong test—the government must prove that the restrictions “[1] are
justified without reference to the content of the regulated speech, [2] . . . are
narrowly tailored to serve a significant governmental interest, and [3] . . .
leave open ample alternative channels for communication of the
information.” 151
In the case of antisolicitation ordinances, courts have upheld ordinances
when they uniformly prohibit certain conduct, rather than curtailing certain
types of speech. 152 For example, in the case of Xiloj-Itzep v. City of Agoura
Hills, the California Court of Appeals upheld the City of Agoura Hills’
ordinance prohibiting any occupant of a vehicle from soliciting work from
any person within the public right-of-way (public streets, highways,
sidewalks, or driveways). 153 The court upheld the ordinance because the
ban was on vehicle-addressed solicitation, a type of conduct, rather than a
type of speech or certain messenger. 154
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The court provided a series of considerations which it used to determine
whether the ordinance was constitutional, and in particular, whether the
ordinance violated the First Amendment. 155 First, the court found the
ordinance was a content-neutral regulation because it prohibited conduct
(vehicle-addressed solicitation which was causing public safety concerns),
rather than specific messages by a solicitor. 156 Second, the court found the
ordinance served a legitimate public safety interest, which was preventing
the traffic and safety concerns caused by vehicle-addressed solicitation.
Third, the ordinance was not vague; it was narrowly tailored to that
purpose, and left open “ample alternate avenues of communication.” 157 In
this ordinance, individuals were still free to congregate on public spaces and
to solicit work from employers who were legally parked or not in a
vehicle. 158
In contrast, in the case of Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights of Los
Angeles (CHIRLA) v. Burke, the U.S. District Court found a similar
ordinance that prohibited a broad range of vehicle-related solicitation
violated both the First and Fourteenth Amendments. 159 The court found the
county had a significant government interest in promoting the safety of
pedestrians and motorists, combating traffic congestion, and “maintaining
the quality of urban life” (which the court translated to mean “preventing
activities such as harassment, littering, trespassing, and public urination and
defecation”). 160 However, in deciding whether the ordinance was narrowly
tailored to its purpose, the county had the burden of proving that “a
‘reasonable fit’ existed between its legitimate interests and the terms of its
ordinance.” 161 The court found, however, that the restrictions were too
broad, in both the geographical scope and types of speech covered by the
ordinance, to make them a reasonable fit with the county’s interests. 162
Furthermore, the court held that the county had failed to prove that
alternatives existed for day laborers to solicit employment under the
ordinance. 163
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These rulings indicate that a community cannot decide to prohibit the
day-labor market completely, though the community does have a certain
amount of latitude to determine where laborers and employers can solicit
each other. For example, if a day-labor market is creating traffic congestion
or safety risks at an intersection, the locality can prohibit vehicle-related
solicitation at intersections or in streets. However, these prohibitions must
be narrowly tailored to meet the interests of the locality, and must leave
reasonable alternatives for the workers and employers.
C. Employer Sanctions
In addition to antisolicitation ordinances, some localities have also passed
ordinances sanctioning employers who hire undocumented workers. 164
Because the day-laborer population is overwhelmingly foreign-born and
principally undocumented Latinos, it is no surprise that community
ordinances aimed at regulating day-labor employment practices often
straddle both immigration and employment law. Accordingly, many of
these ordinances clash with existing federal immigration and employment
laws.
The power to regulate immigration is a federal power, but not every state
or local statute that deals with immigrants is a regulation of immigration
and therefore preempted per se by federal immigration law. In De Canas v.
Bica, the U.S. Supreme Court outlined a three-part test for courts to use in
determining whether a local immigration law is unconstitutional. 165 A state
law is preempted if (1) Congress has manifested an express intent to
preempt any state law; (2) Congress has intended to completely occupy the
field in which the law attempts to regulate; or (3) the state law “stands as an
obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and
objectives of Congress.” 166 If any of these elements are met, a court must
find that the federal law preempts state law. 167
Federal law preempts most local and state employment ordinances
concerning undocumented immigrants. The recent decision in Lozano v.
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Hazelton provides an example of the court’s analysis of these types of local
employment ordinances. 168 The city of Hazelton, Pennsylvania, attempted
to enact the Illegal Immigration Relief Act Ordinance (IIRA), which
provided strict penalties for employers who employed undocumented
immigrants. 169 In the first federal decision on these types of ordinances, the
court struck down the ordinance as being preempted by federal law and
unconstitutional, stating that
[e]ven if federal law did not conflict with Hazleton’s measures, the
city could not enact an ordinance that violates rights the
Constitution guarantees to every person in the United States,
whether [a] legal resident or not. The genius of our Constitution is
that it provides rights even to those who evoke the least sympathy
from the general public. In that way, all in this nation can be
confident of equal justice under its laws. Hazleton, in its zeal to
control the presence of a group deemed undesirable, violated the
rights of such people, as well as others within the community.
Since the United States Constitution protects even the disfavored,
the ordinances cannot be enforced. 170
The ruling in Hazleton makes it clear that, in the case of employment of
immigrants, localities cannot punish employers for hiring day laborers if
their ordinances are not authorized by federal employment statutes.
In the case of day laborers, federal preemption of local ordinances is
clear. As discussed in Part II, many employers are not committing an
illegal act when they hire a day laborer without verifying employment, as
federal employment law does not require an employer to verify employment
authorization for employees hired as temporary domestic workers or as
independent contractors. 171 Therefore, a locality cannot sanction employers
for employing day laborers in cases where it is legal under federal law.
Furthermore, sanctioning individuals for hiring undocumented labor may
not be an effective means of preventing the hiring of undocumented
workers. As discussed in Part I, the national economy relies on informal
labor that is sometimes unauthorized. Homeowners, who make up the
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majority of employers of day laborers, are likely making an economic
choice when hiring day laborers rather than expensive contractors.
Additionally, this informal labor is meeting a demand created by shortages
of low-cost labor. 172 Because there is no evidence to support the idea that
there is a similar pool of documented labor competing with day laborers for
these low-paying, potentially dangerous positions, increasing employer
sanctions may increase labor shortages. Furthermore, the reliance on a
contingent workforce may actually increase because of these sanctions, as
more employers may circumvent the formal hiring process and hire more
independent contractors and temporary informal workers off-the-books
rather than risk sanctions for hiring undocumented workers. 173
D. Additional Issues with Local Ordinances
The constitutional challenges presented by local attempts to ban the
solicitation and utilization of day labor may create a number of other
unintended problems, including confusion over regional inconsistencies,
potential employer discrimination against day laborers, and greater
vulnerability for the day-labor and undocumented immigrant populations.
The first concern with specialized local ordinances regarding the
solicitation and employment of day laborers is that each locality may create
a slightly different ordinance, leading to regional inconsistencies. These
inconsistencies make it difficult for businesses and individuals who utilize
day laborers to be in compliance with each locality’s ordinances.
Furthermore, when ordinances vary greatly between adjacent localities, one
locality’s attempt to drive out a day-labor market may simply push it into
the surrounding communities, thus dispersing the workers but not
addressing the underlying demand for them.
Second, in the case of ordinances that prohibit the hiring of unauthorized
workers, employers must be given the tools and resources to know when
they are required to check an employee’s employment authorization and to
perform the check reliably. The current federal employment authorization
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program is in a pilot phase and is at times unreliable. 174 However, if
employers are not able to screen potential employees effectively, they may
avoid hiring Latino workers altogether. Similarly, in order to ensure that
the employers are not hit with strict penalties, they may avoid hiring day
laborers based on the false assumption that they may not be authorized to
work in the United States. These types of ordinances may encourage a
system where some employers discriminate against all Latino workers,
rather than face penalties for mistakenly hiring someone who is
unauthorized.
Finally, criminalizing the solicitation and utilization of day labor may
further increase the vulnerability of the day-labor population. The
development of a trusting relationship between law enforcement and day
laborers is important to ensure the safety of these workers who, as discussed
in Part II, are particularly vulnerable to abuses and violence. 175 From a law
enforcement perspective, local strategies focusing on arresting day laborers
who are soliciting employment or enforcing immigration laws will not be
effective in the long term. Arrests and immigration raids can destroy the
trust between immigrant communities and law enforcement, thus making it
less likely for immigrants to seek help when they are mistreated. 176
Furthermore, having law enforcement officers enforce these ordinances
diverts resources from more serious crimes. 177 Finally, although a strong
law enforcement initiative may disperse individuals from an informal hiring
site, these types of initiatives alone do nothing to decrease the demand for
contingent labor, and may only temporarily decrease the supply of day
laborers.

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR LOCALITIES
Ordinances that attempt to outlaw the hiring of day laborers or to oust
day-laborer centers from local communities not only neglect the
constitutionally protected rights of day laborers but also ignore the reality of
an ever-growing workforce. Regardless of community opinion, all
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indications are that informal labor is here to stay: changes in the U.S.
economy, as discussed in Part I, have made a contingent, low-cost
workforce indispensable. 178 The court’s ruling in CHIRLA underscored this
reality: “the fact that numerous laborers feel compelled to take to the streets
to look for day work should be a powerful reason . . . to seek a safe, longterm, and constitutionally valid solution to the problems stemming from
reckless vehicle-addressed solicitation.” 179 Day-labor work is hard and
dangerous, and communities have a duty to protect the constitutional rights
and the physical safety of these workers as they meet the community’s labor
needs.
Day laborers are becoming a noticeable part of many economies, and
until comprehensive federal immigration reform occurs, many communities
may have to develop solutions to the issues related to this workforce.
However, these immigrants and their families are also an integral part of the
communities in which they live. In order to create effective local solutions
that meet the needs of all community residents, all area stakeholders—
residents, businesses, government agencies, religious and charitable
organizations, immigrant groups, unions, and day laborers themselves—
should be involved in the dialogue. 180 Strategies fostering dialogue among
stakeholders and educating citizens about day labor and the scope of local
authority over day-labor markets may help create local solutions that have
public support. 181
This section will discuss comprehensive strategies that address the issues
surrounding day-labor markets and meet the interests of all involved parties.
Rather than attempting to criminalize and eradicate the day-labor market,
comprehensive reform creates safe spaces for day-labor solicitation and
increases protections for day laborers. This section will discuss model
legislation, programs, and partnerships that can help communities work
toward these goals while addressing community concerns regarding the
hiring sites. Local communities should consider all of these strategies when
addressing day labor and choose the strategies that best meet the needs of
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all local residents, including workers, employees, and others who live and
work in the area.
A. Model Legislation
States and localities have the power to implement legislation that can
strengthen the protections available for day laborers and ultimately create
safer communities. Six states currently have specific legislation affecting
the rights of day laborers. 182 State day-labor laws can require written
disclosures of the terms and conditions of day-labor employment, regulate
what can be deducted from wages, and regulate certain day-labor brokers. 183
The National Employment Law Project (NELP), a national legal
advocacy group for low-wage workers, has conducted a survey of state day
labor legislation and developed recommendations for model legislation. 184
The proposed legislation focuses on protecting workers’ health and safety
and on preventing violations of labor laws, as well as ensuring that workers
receive proper wages for the work they perform. 185 For example, NELP
advocates that states clearly and broadly define the “employer/employee”
relationship and the term “day labor.” 186 NELP also advocates for the
implementation of strict health and safety obligations on day-labor
employers, regulated transportation, and increased enforcement mechanisms
for legislations. 187
These policy considerations are particularly important to help protect the
vulnerable day-labor workforce from exploitation and labor-law violations.
Communities, especially states, looking to improve conditions for day
laborers and increase the overall safety of the community can utilize many
of the NELP proposals to improve working conditions and to address many
of the current insufficiencies in labor laws that were discussed previously in
Part II.
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B. Workers’ Centers and Formal Hiring Halls
Communities across the country have developed programs that can serve
as a model solution to the problems of an unregulated day-labor workforce
and inadequate worker protections. Specifically, the development of two
different types of community centers has provided instrumental resources
and protections to immigrant workers, in general, and day laborers, in
particular. The first are workers’ centers, which are usually nonprofit
community service organizations offering a variety of services to day
laborers. The second are hiring halls, typically housed by workers’ centers,
which are specifically designed to provide a formal hiring process for day
laborers and offer resources to protect workers from exploitation. 188
Workers’ centers were created to support and organize communities of
low-wage workers. 189 These centers first emerged during the 1970s and
1980s in response to the decline of institutions, such as unions, that
historically provided workers with a vehicle for collective action. 190 They
are typically “hybrid” centers, providing a variety of services, including
social services (addressing basic needs and finding resources); advocacy;
organizing; and day-labor hiring halls. 191
Day-labor hiring halls are formal sites where employers and day laborers
can solicit an employment relationship. As of January 2006, there were
sixty-three formal day-laborer centers throughout the United States. 192 Of
those centers, over half were established after 2000. 193 Most formal daylaborer centers provide space for workers to assemble; require job seekers
and employers to register with center staff; set minimum wage rates; and
monitor labor standards, employer behavior, and worker quality. 194 These
qualities help address many concerns about the day-labor market.
Furthermore, the hiring halls can be physically structured to address
many of the community concerns that arise when areas are not well suited
for employment solicitation. For example, in order to address littering and
public urination concerns, hiring halls have trash receptacles and restroom
facilities. 195 Similarly, traffic disturbances can be regulated at a hiring hall
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by designating an area where drivers can park in order to negotiate hiring
arrangements. 196
Other offensive behavior that negatively impacts
community residents, such as drinking and sexual harassment, can be
addressed through a coordinated approach of community education, peer
pressure, and law enforcement response when behavior is criminal. 197
Rather than having workers informally congregating on street corners,
establishing formal hiring halls allows communities to set mutually
accepted standards of behavior and conduct that benefit all involved.
While formal day-labor hiring halls may be an appealing option for
communities, some day laborers report mixed experiences with the sites.
For example, in California, 30 percent of workers surveyed generally
experienced better working conditions when hired at formal rather than
informal sites. 198 However, workers hired at formal sites reported working
fewer hours than workers hired at informal sites, even when both groups
spent the same amount of hours looking for work. 199 In order for formal
day-labor hiring halls to be effective, incentives must be in place to ensure
that workers and employers utilize the sites.
In order to improve the efficiency of day-laborer hiring halls and to keep
informal day-labor pick up sites from developing in nearby neighborhoods,
day-laborer hiring halls can coexist with city ordinances that prohibit
solicitation in certain areas, thus funneling workers to areas and sites that
work best for the community. 200 This approach helps to ensure that demand
for day laborers at formal hiring halls is high and that the site becomes the
best option for workers and employers. As discussed in Part III, this may
also be the best solution for communities who, feeling the impact of an
unregulated day-labor market, want to ensure that their efforts will be
successful. This also benefits communities that have a strong interest in
preventing the traffic and public safety concerns that may arise with an
informal hiring site.
Because these centers develop from a partnership between the
community and day laborers, they are uniquely situated to facilitate a
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dialogue among community stakeholders to ensure that the best local
solution is found. For example, in Seattle, a workers’ center with a daylabor hiring hall, CASA Latina, proposed moving its facility from a location
off a highway exit to a more residential neighborhood. 201 The center
experienced community opposition to this move because residents of the
neighborhood feared an increase in crime and other problems commonly
associated with informal hiring sites. 202 Through a series of community
meetings, a compromise was developed that met the interests of both the
day laborers and the neighborhood. 203 This compromise included rules at
the day-labor site that would keep workers inside the center until they were
hired and would place a community ambassador on the street outside the
center to prevent loitering and other problems from arising on the streets
outside the center. 204 Although CASA Latina still may face some
community opposition, 205 its strategy illustrates the dialogue needed to
create a center that meets the needs of all neighborhood residents, including
day laborers.
Furthermore, day-labor sites have begun organizing as a means of
gaining organizing power for day-laborer centers and for sharing resources
nationally. The National Day Labor Organizing Network (NDLON) was
established in July 2001, and currently has a membership of approximately
thirty-eight day-laborer centers. 206 The center had its first national meeting
of day laborers in July of 2001, and has since worked to represent the
interests of day-laborer centers on the national level. 207
Although day-laborer centers may place localities in the best position to
protect the day-labor workforce and meet the needs of the communities
where these markets exist, they continue to face attacks by opponents. For
example, as discussed in Part II, federal legislation proposed in 2005 would
have criminalized these centers by making it illegal to aid undocumented
immigrants, even without knowledge of their immigration status. 208 In
Arizona, state legislation has also threatened to close down day-laborer
centers. 209 Similarly, day-laborer centers face threats by private actions that
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attempt to close down centers through litigation. For example, Judicial
Watch, a national conservative watchdog organization, has begun suing
local governments that it believes to be in violation of federal employment
laws due to their financial support of local formal day-laborer centers and
hiring halls. 210
Day-laborer hiring halls offer a uniquely effective solution for meeting
the community’s needs and demands for labor, order, and safety in the labor
hiring process. These halls also increase the protections and resources
available to workers. While these halls are not a panacea, the development
of these halls allows for community dialogue around how to best meet the
specific needs of the local region; the implementation of these halls allows
for all community members—workers, employers, and other residents—to
create a structure that represents a compromise between all stakeholders’
concerns and needs.
C. Day-Labor Partnerships with Unions
In addition to community partnerships and day-laborer centers,
partnerships have developed between day-laborer centers and unions.
These partnerships have the potential to help strengthen protections for the
day-labor workforce and to give workers greater organizing power.
While the country’s largest union, the AFL-CIO, historically did not
support the causes of undocumented immigrants, this has changed in recent
years. 211 The AFL-CIO has taken deliberate lobbying and litigation moves
to protect the rights of this population and to push for comprehensive
immigration reform with a pathway to citizenship for undocumented
immigrants. 212 In 2000, the AFL-CIO launched a campaign against the
temporary staffing agency, Labor Ready, for failing to pay its workers,
violating labor laws, charging workers for check cashing services and
equipment required to do jobs, and for ultimately undercutting the union
workforce. 213 The AFL-CIO has also signed on as petitioners in two major
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lawsuits seeking to protect the rights of undocumented immigrant
workers. 214
On August 9, 2006, a historic new partnership was announced between
the AFL-CIO and the NDLON. 215 The two organizations articulated a
series of objectives for their collaborative efforts, including advancing the
workplace rights of day laborers, pursuing comprehensive immigration
reform that supports workplace rights, supporting day-laborer centers,
developing educational programs, and strengthening local collaboration. 216
In this partnership, day-laborer centers became nonvoting members of the
AFL-CIO, but day laborers themselves did not become union members. 217
This partnership allows day laborers and the centers that represent them to
be active participants in community- and national-level dialogue on labor
issues.
Efforts to unionize day laborers could further increase this partnership
and provide day laborers with collective power to protect their existing
rights and to pursue comprehensive immigration and employment law
reform. Support from unions can help day laborers lobby for legislation by
building protections for day laborers, 218 creating pathways to greater legal
standing and thereby establishing more legal protection for undocumented
workers, such as the comprehensive immigration reform package debated in
Congress in 2007.
To build on the partnership between the AFL-CIO and NDLON, Jayesh
Rathod, human rights attorney and former counsel for CASA of Maryland,
Inc., a workers’ center, suggests a series of five proposals. 219 First, he
proposes that unions develop “multilingual, culturally appropriate curricula
related to occupational safety and health.” 220 Second, he suggests that
partners collaborate to advocate for stronger enforcement of the DavisBacon Act, a federal law that requires payment of prevailing wages and
benefits to workers on all federal government construction contracts and on
most federally assisted construction over two thousand dollars. 221 Third, he
calls for implementation of educational campaigns that would increase
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awareness and understanding of day-laborer centers and unions. 222 Fourth,
Rathod recommends the establishment of formal partnerships between local
day-laborer centers and local unions in order to facilitate the exchange of
resources, skills, and services. 223 Fifth, he proposes the development of
pathways for immigrant workers and day laborers to enroll in union
apprenticeship and training programs, with unions modifying training
programs to make them more welcoming to day laborers. 224 Rathod’s
proposals would serve to increase legal protections of the labor rights for
day laborers and increase the day laborers’ awareness of their rights and the
resources available to them.
Although the partnership between the AFL-CIO and NDLON does not
provide for the unionizing of day laborers, it may be a first step towards
it. 225 The bylaws of nearly all unions do not prohibit undocumented
immigrants from joining. 226 A day after the AFL-CIO and NDLON
announced their partnership, the Laborers International Union of California,
AFL-CIO members, announced a plan to unionize day laborers in
California. 227 Unionization of day laborers would be a significant step in
increasing protections for day laborers, as it would ensure that they had
collective bargaining power to enforce wage and safety standards.
However, challenges exist to unionizing a labor force such as day
laborers. First, because homeowners are the largest type of employers of
day laborers, the union would find it nearly impossible to negotiate a
contract with these employers, who may change daily. 228 However, unions
could still negotiate with contractors, the second-largest group of employers
of day laborers. 229 The unionizing of day laborers could be mutually
beneficial to contractors and day laborers, as contractors could be
guaranteed a steady supply of workers and laborers could be guaranteed
basic wage standards and protection from retaliation. 230 Second, some
current union members do not support the unionization of day laborers
because they are concerned that day laborers undercut the market and harm
the salaries and benefits of full-time workers. 231 Third and finally, attempts
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to bring immigrant workers into a union labor force that is culturally and
philosophically different may pose challenges. For example, in Maryland,
an attempt to unionize day laborers of CASA Maryland by the Laborers
Union failed, with issues of trust and different organizational cultures being
cited as reasons for the failed partnership. 232 These challenges all
demonstrate that unionizing the day-labor workforce would be a
challenging, if not impossible, undertaking.
However, not all attempts at these partnerships have failed: workers’
centers and unions have worked together to connect interested workers with
unions, and workers’ centers have been involved with organizing drives. 233
A survey of workers centers’ found that most workers’ centers (82 percent)
collaborate with unions “occasionally,” while most of the remainder (9
percent) has an ongoing relationship. 234
While bringing all day laborers into union membership may not be a
realistic next step, the partnership between the NDLON and the AFL-CIO is
a promising step in the right direction. This partnership increases day
laborers’ ability to participate in the discussion about their community’s
labor needs. Unions’ commitment to the rights of all workers is
demonstrated by this partnership, and the AFL-CIO’s efforts to partner with
NDLON to ensure protections for this workforce will likely have positive
outcomes for day laborers, even if they do not individually become union
members.
D. Community Partnerships
As discussed above, partnerships between community stakeholders have
been instrumental in creating workers’ centers that provide services to
immigrant workers and help address the traffic and safety concerns created
by informal hiring sites. These partnerships can grow into other programs
that provide strategies for addressing the issues faced by the day-labor
workforce.
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Partnerships between government and communities effectively balance
the needs of all stakeholders. For example, the U.S. Department of Labor
(USDOL) and the community-based organization National Interfaith
Committee for Worker Justice (NICWJ) developed a program where the
NICWJ performs outreach in immigrant communities and trainings in
workers’ centers and churches. 235 The organization also helps to negotiate
wage payments when an employer does not pay wages or underpays
wages. 236 When NICWJ cannot resolve a dispute, USDOL takes over to
pursue a claim against the employer. 237 A similar partnership exists
between the Washington State Department of Labor and Industries, CASA
Latina Workers’ Center, and the King County Bar Association. 238 The bar
association recruits and trains lawyers and law students who volunteer at
CASA Latina to advocate for workers on wage claims; when claims cannot
be resolved, the Department of Labor and Industries undertakes wagecollection efforts. 239
In addition to developing substantive programs, day laborers and
residents can work together with local law enforcement to develop a
community-policing model, creating a strong law enforcement presence to
help discourage illegal behavior at hiring sites. There are disadvantages to
this approach, including cost and the possibility that an increased police
presence could lead people to believe that the area is unsafe. 240 In addition,
as discussed in Part IV, increasing law enforcement presence may breed
distrust between law enforcement and immigrant communities, as well as
being an inefficient use of community resources.
Local and state governments can undertake efforts that can improve the
working conditions for day laborers while addressing the concerns of other
area residents. In order to develop the best approaches for a given area,
local and state agencies and leaders should include representatives of all
interested groups in discussions regarding community needs and potential
responses.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This article has shown how localities’ attempts to enact a blanket ban on
day labor will fail for several reasons. First, blanket ordinances prohibiting
solicitation on behalf of day laborers or employers are unconstitutional if
they are not narrowly construed to address a significant interest, or if they
do not offer alternatives for day labor to occur in areas that do not
negatively impact the government’s interest. Second, sanctions on
employers for hiring undocumented workers that are in excess of those that
exist in federal employment law are unconstitutional because the federal
government has expressed an intent to occupy the field of employment of
immigrants. Thus, municipalities cannot legally ban all day-labor hiring
within their boundaries.
Even if localities were able to impose blanket bans on day labor, this
approach is not ideal. Changes in the economy have created a greater
demand for informal and temporary labor, which the day-labor market fills.
Therefore, strategies must be developed that help utilize this market while
protecting the public from disturbances and workers from exploitation.
Examples of these strategies include the implementation of regulations that
protect the rights of workers, the creation of formal day-labor hiring halls,
and the establishment of meaningful partnerships with existing community
organizations and unions.
Until the federal government responds comprehensively to the issues of
illegal immigration and undocumented labor, local communities are left to
address the impact of these issues. After acknowledging the reality of the
size and likely permanence of the undocumented immigrant population, it is
important to include this population in the dialogue of reform in order to
create effective partnerships that meet the needs of everyone involved.
Therefore, it is essential that communities avoid taking an adversarial
approach against day laborers. Instead, they should strive for a coordinated
community response to this labor market, with the goal of creating safe
spaces for employment solicitation and providing greater protections for the
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workers, who are members of the community in which they work deserving
all of its protections.
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